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“Jenks and I did a recce of the whole 1000 mile Mille Miglia course in 1955 and committed
committed it to the “bog roll.”
From this, Jenks gave me hand signals enabling me to take blind bends and steep hills often without lifting.
A mere 7 minutes and 48 seconds quicker and we would have averaged 100mph for the entire journey!”

Insurance for a lifetime...
Your Classic Cars | Your Everyday Cars | Your Bikes | Your House | Your Business | Your Everything

Let Stewart Miller & Peter James provide for all your insurance needs.
Then you can rest easy.

Stewart Miller Insurance founded 40 years ago, has been built on

We are proud of our close working relationship with the

the finest traditions of expertise and personal service, ensuring we

MG Octagon Car Club which has enabled us to provide

can advise you on the best cover for all your Commercial, Personal

unrivalled insurance expertise and the most beneficial rates

and Household requirements.

for all MG Club members.

Peter James Insurance is the UK’s leading Specialist Vehicle and

“As a member of the MG Octagon Car Club,

Multi Vehicle Insurance Broker. After 40 years of serving the classic

may I suggest that you take my advice and talk

vehicle movement, we know precisely how to provide complete

to the experts today about all your insurance

protection for all your precious vehicles.

needs and your next quotation.”

We are the enthusiasts’ Insurance Broker
and we look forward to being of service

0121 422 2282
0121 506 6040
Stewart Miller Insurance is the trading name of Stewart Miller McCulloch and Co Limited;
Peter James Insurance is the trading name of Peter D James Limited; both are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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Editorial

As I sit typing this it’s raining
outside. Doesn’t entice one to get out and
drive your MG! Still hopefully the
weather will pick up and we are all able
to have a good day out in our cars, or
maybe get the car out and do that job
you’ve been meaning to do for some
time.
I don’t think Jerry and Jo
Birkbeck had much problem staying
warm on their 2000 mile trip in their YT
across Spain and Portugal this summer.
His article is an inspiration to travel
across Europe and Jerry highlights the
planning of such a journey. A very good
read from page 13 on.
Meanwhile Brian has been out
and about firstly with the MGOCC’s
good friends. John James and TTT2 on
the ‘Tour of Sussex’ and then Brian and
Rosie took the ‘high road’ and followed
the ‘North Coast 500’ route in Scotland,
I’ve done all of the route but some years
ago before it was ‘packaged’ as a tourist
attraction. I can well recommend the west
coast sections. All this after having done
the Beaulieu Autojumble.
We have various
technical articles this month, for which I
am very greatfull to the contributors.
Talking of technical subjects our team of
‘marque’ specialists are always on hand
to help out with your queries. I know in
this day and age a lot of answers are
found on the internet but not all of our
members want to gather the information
this way. So even if you do seek out an
answer this way perhaps you could still
share it with our technical team?
4 The Octagon Bulletin
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Graham Smith as usual collated
feedback from the Natter groups.
Amazing the things you get up too! Also
Norman Verona not content with running
the ‘Great Annual Whitby Fish and Chip
Run’ (inaugurated 2017) is organising a
coast to coast run in August 2018.
Back in the office Pete and Syd
having been working hard on the spare
side and this is a very succesful element
of the Club. We had a compliment shown
in the October issue of TTT2 by Chris
Edwards and his TC restoration:- ‘I found
that one of the best sources for parts was
the Octagon Club. There have been
numerous complaints about quality from
some of the larger suppliers but Pete at
the Octagon Club supplies a good range
of parts with a good quality and at a
reasonable price.’
Pete is working hard to source
an ever greater range of parts for our cars,
notably this month is camshafts for the
XPAG and the same was mentioned
possibly for the MPJG engine. My hand
shot up for one of them!
Lastly over the last 12 months I
have received many excellent
photographs. Where they have not been
part of an article and when the format,
‘portrait style, allows I have tried to use
them as cover illustrations. Looking back
at those I haven’t used I thought I would
feature them as ‘photo of the month’ so to
speak. John Dignan and his wife Pauline
on the Hero 1000 mile trial in 2014
feature this month in the centre spread. I
can’t promise a two page spread every
month however.
Happy days. Roger
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Chairman’s Chat

Now that Beaulieu is over we can perhaps
get back to normal. For a small club like
ours attending the Beaulieu International
Auto-jumble is a real challenge. We have
to decide what stock we will take to the
show and pack it up in large containers,
then hire a van and load everything into
it, including our 12 x 4 metre marquee.
When we arrive at Beaulieu on Friday
lunchtime the marquee has to be erected
all the banners and tables put in place and
then the stock laid out. Saturday is our
main selling day and this year we had a
very good day. Sadly Sunday was a
washout, it rained most of the day! The
organisers decided to close the show an
hour earlier, then when Pete got the van
into the showground we had to get all the
stock into the van without getting it wet!
Last thing was to take down the wet
marquee and load that into the van and
set off home. It is debatable whether it is
worth the effort financially, we have to
close the office from Thursday until
Tuesday while we load and unload the
van. Then all the stock has to be put back
on the shelves and the sales put into our
Sage accounting system. It is a
tremendous load on Pete, but he seems to
enjoy it! Without the support of some of
our members it would not be possible to
undertake this, so I would like to thank
Graham Hogg, Peter Cole, Steve Baker
and Martyn Lister for helping us out, with
Pete, Graham Smith and myself in
attendance. We did have a successful
sales campaign, we met many of our
members and recruited a few more new
ones. More importantly we were one of
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the very few pre’56 MG traders present
this year now that Barry Walker no longer
sells spares and Andy King did not
attend.
Almost straight after Beaulieu Rosie and
I went up to Scotland in my modern MG
TF to do the North Coast 500. I have
wanted to do this for a while, but did not
have the time. We took two days to drive
the 500 miles up to Inverness, the start
point for the run. We decided to go up the
west coast first so headed off for
Lochcarron and on to Applecross, where
most of the roads are tortuous narrow
single track roads with passing places.
The scenery on the West Coast was
fantastic, as it was along the top of
Scotland. The East Coast was less
dramatic and more agricultural. We
covered the 500 miles in 5 days, taking it
leisurely, stopping to admire the views
regularly and visiting places of interest.
We finished the run in Aviemore, before
returning home via an overnight stop in
the Lake District. If you have never heard
of the North Coast 500 have a look at
their website www.northcoat500.com . It
is well worth doing, and is an ideal
touring holiday for MG motoring,
fantastic scenery, great beaches, good
hotels and fabulous food.
Now after a short rest it is back into
planning mode for the ‘Lancaster
Insurance Classic Motor Show’ at the
NEC on 10/12th November. I look
forward to seeing a lot of you there!
Finally a plea from me, please renew
your club subscription as soon as
possible.
Happy motoring, Brian

The Octagon Bulletin 5
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Secretary’s Notes

Hello everyone
We had a good weekend at Beaulieu,
even though it rained most of the day on
Sunday. On the Saturday, we had a steady
stream of visitors all day and sales of
parts was good. Due to the rain on
Sunday it was a lot quieter but as we were
shorthanded on Sunday, it was a good
thing we were reasonably quiet. We could
do with a few more helpers next year.
Because of the weather the organisers
closed the event early, and after loading
the van I had a good run home and got
back home at 8pm. We unloaded the van
on Monday and got most of the stock
back in place on Tuesday, so we could
start selling spares again on Wednesday.
Our next Show is The Lancaster
Insurance Classic Motor Show on 10th12th November at the NEC Birmingham.
We won’t be selling spares there but if
you want to pre order parts we can bring
them to the show. If you would like to
help man the stand to help promote the
club, please let me know as we could do
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with a couple more volunteers for each
day. Don’t forget you can book
discounted tickets for the show.
On Sunday 24th September. I was at the
Hinckley Classic Car Show, with my TD,
which is held in the town centre. There
were well over 600 vehicles on display all
parked around the town centre and the
event gets bigger every year. As well as
my TD there were two other Pre ’56 MGs
John Bates’ VA Tourer and Tony
Mobray’s TC in attendance.
Happy Motoring
Pete

Spares - New or back in stock.

Please Note prices are now inclusive of VAT (Exclusive of carriage) Members Prices.
SAX022D
Cotter pin & nut for king pin [original] pattern TA/TB/TC
SBE003B
Camshaft XPAG Fast Road [A Cam based on the AEG 122
profile with 0.025" increase in cam lift. Twin SU carbs must be used] It is
recommended that SBE001B Steel Cam Followers are used with this cam
SBR033B
Brake pipe set TC copper
SBR072C
Master cylinder heat shield TA/TB/TC
SBR137
Brake Drum for TD/TF with wire wheels
SCC003
Handbrake cable - TA/TB/TC
6 The Octagon Bulletin
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£258.00
£82.00
£85.00
£60.00
£51.60
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Spares:- continued.
SEL024

SST115
SSU060

SSU061

SSU063
SSU064
SSU065

Torpedo sidelight chrome, Glass lens,
Red dot, with amber & white bulbs for indicators
Steering Rack TD/TF RHD New
Fuel pump repair kit Post 1985 not late TF
4BA earth screw on housing"
Fuel pump repair kit Pre 1985 not late TF
2BA earth screw on housing"
Fuel pump repair kit Post 1985 late TF 4BA earth screw"
Fuel pump repair kit LP Electronic Pump (not late TF)
Float Lid Inlet Filter and Spring

Welcome to New Members!
11293
Pete
11294/95 Paul & Maggie
11296
11297
11298
11299
11300
11301
11302
11303
11304
11305
11306
11307
11308/09
11310
11311
11312
11313
11314
11315

Nicholas
Bertie
Anthony
Stephen
Anthony
Paul
Michael
Tony
Gimenez
Peter
Ivan
Leonard
John & Christine
Peter
Andrew
Roy
Quentin
John
Philip

Welcome Back
1272
Ro

8 The Octagon Bulletin

£65.00
£260.00
£34.00

£34.00
£36.60
£19.56
£4.32

Fincham
Basingstoke, Hampshire
PA, TC, L1
Grafham
Hereford, Herefordshire
VA, YA, YA, YA, YA, YA, YA, YB, YB, YT, YA
Rhodes
Sidmouth, Devon
YA
Haken
Brightling, East Sussex
TC
Bagnall
Wirral, Merseyside
TC
Priston
Lancing, West Sussex
TC
Rands
London
TC
Harris
Fetcham, Surrey
TD
Hessey
Basingstoke, Hampshire
TD
Noon
Newton Abbot, Devon
TC
Augustin
Margut, France
TC
Matters
Victoria, Australia
TA, TC
Gilbert
Wigston, Leicestershire
TD
Siddall
Woking, Surrey
TD
Hazell
Attleborough, Norfolk
Macdonald Herne Bay, Kent
TF
Pearce
Loudwater, Hertfordshire
TA, SA
Dougill
Leeds, Yorkshire
TC
Stacy
Crawley Down, West Sussex
Brewster
St. Martin, Jersey
YA
Reed
Rochdale, Manchester
Ptak

Comox, Canada
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THE UK’S BIGGEST & BEST
CLASSIC MOTOR SHOW
NEC BIRMINGHAM

10 - 12 NOVEMBER 2017

TICKETS NOW ON SALE!

BOOK NOW TO RECEIVE YOUR WEEKEND CLUB DISCOUNT*
SINGLE £21.50* QUOTE CODE: CSCMS17

NECCLASSICMOTORSHOW.COM

FAMILY £48.00* QUOTE CODE: CFCMS17

CALL 0871 230 1088*

"ÛiÀ Ó]xää ÃÌÕ} V>ÃÃV V>ÀÃ | Ó{ä V>À VÕLÃ N iiLÀÌÞ }ÕiÃÌÃ N ÃVÛiÀÞ Ûi -Ì>}i
/ i 1½Ã L}}iÃÌ `À >ÕÌÕLi E ÌÀ>`iÀ Û>}i | >ÃÃV V>ÀÃ vÀ Ã>i
i}Õ>À½Ã ÕL - ÜV>Ãi N -ÛiÀÃÌi čÕVÌÃ | >V>ÃÌiÀ ÃÕÀ>Vi *À`i v "ÜiÀÃ «
,iÃÌÀ>Ì / i>ÌÀi N Ài> ,`iÃ N čÀÀÛi E ÀÛi > V>ÃÃV V>À iÝ«iÀiVi ÜÌ iÀ
Free iÌÀ>Vi Ì Ì i >ÃÃV ÌÀLi - Ü
i>`i -«ÃÀ

"vwV> *>ÀÌiÀÃ

*Club ticket (adult 16 years+) offer only applies to Saturday and Sunday and only when booked in advance. Club single ticket offer is limited to four tickets per member and the club family ticket offer is limited to
QPG HCOKN[ VKEMGV RGT OGODGT # HCOKN[ VKEMGV CFOKVU  CFWNVU CPF WR VQ  EJKNFTGP  [GCTU  *CPF KP [QWT VKEMGV UVWD QT RTKPVCVJQOG XQWEJGT VQ [QWT ENWDoU UVCPF CPF VJG[ YKNN DGPGƂV HTQO C EQOOKUUKQP %CNNU
cost 13ppm plus standard network charges. All bookings are subject to a single transaction fee of £1.60. Tickets include a show guide to the value of £7.50. Entry to the auction requires purchase of a catalogue.
See website for all information. All information correct at time of publishing.
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What’s on 2017/18

22nd October – ‘Tuning T Types
Seminar’ by John Twist at Wroxall Abbey
near Coventry, see the advert in this copy
of the Bulletin.
10/12th November –‘Lancaster
Insurance Classic Motor Show’ at the
NEC, the club will have a stand there, but
no spares on sale.
2018:-

1st January – ‘Vintage Stony’, New
Year’s Day meet in the Market Square at
Stony Stratford (MK11 1BE) from 10-30
am onwards, see www.vintagestony.co.uk
for more information .
1st January – ‘New Year’s Day Meet’ at
the Classic Motor Hub, Old Walls,
Ablington, near Bibury, Gloucs, GL7
5NX from 12 noon until 3 pm.
11th February – ‘International MG and
Triumph Show and Spares Day’ at the
NAC Stoneleigh (provisional date), see
www.mgandtriumphsparesday.co.uk

23/25th February – ‘Race Retro Historic
Motorsport Show’ at the NAC
Stoneleigh, see www.raceretro.com for
full details.
15th April – MG Octagon Car Club
‘Annual General Meeting’ at the
Coventry Transport Museum at 11 a.m.
10 The Octagon Bulletin
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11/13th May – MG Octagon Car Club
‘Founders Weekend’ in the Peak District,
based at The Rutland Arms Hotel in
Bakewell, call the office for info.

If you want to advertise your local events
in the Bulletin please send an e-mail to
Jenny in the office
admin@mgoctagoncarclub.com or give
her a call on 01455-617961 on a Tuesday
or Friday.
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41
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41
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The 2017 Totally T Type 2 Tour of West Sussex

On Friday 18th August around 50 T types
descended on the lovely town of
Chichester for this year’s ‘Totally T Type
Tour weekend’. Organised by Peter and
Vanessa Cole and based at the Chichester
Park Hotel, this promised to be a great
weekend. The hotel is just under a mile
from the entrance to Goodwood Race
circuit and is just on the outskirts of the
town. Most people arrived mid-afternoon
and collected their road-books and rally
plates from Peter and Vanessa. John
James, the owner of TTT2, laid on a wine
reception at 18-45 before we sat down for
our first of three excellent dinners in a
private dining room. After dinner the bar
was buzzing with excitement for the two
runs ahead.
Saturday morning dawned dry and bright
as we departed the hotel for a lovely run
along some West Sussex lanes to a coffee
stop at the Bignor Roman Villa site.

lanes to wind our way to the ‘Weald &
Downland Museums’ Vintage and Steam
event. What a lovely site to see 50 T
types lined up and dominating the classic
car park at this show! There were plenty
of attractions to view at the museum and
show, so most people stayed there most
of the afternoon. All that remained was a
short run back past Goodwood to the
hotel, and yet another excellent dinner.
Once again we were blessed with dry
weather on Sunday morning as we set off
into Hampshire to visit Fort Nelson,
perched up high on the hills above
Portsmouth.

Fort Nelson

Bignor Roman Villa site.

The mosaics in the villa remains were
fantastic, and along with the underground
heating and water systems the Romans
were a very advanced nation. Upon
leaving Bignor we headed back into the

What a fascinating place to visit, with its
huge collection of armaments, and old
military buildings. From the car park we
had a lovely view of the new Queen
Elizabeth aircraft carrier docked in
Portsmouth harbour. After coffee at Fort
Nelson we moved on via super roads to
visit Standsted House and gardens. Peter
had arranged for the cars to be lined up in
front of the house on the gravel drive, and
what a lovely picture it made.
The Octagon Bulletin
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The New Bulletin

Standsted House and garden.

After a good wander around and a visit to
the garden centre for tea and cakes, it was
back to the hotel for a rest.
This turned out to be a lovely weekend
away with a group of very friendly and
like-minded people. Peter and Vanessa
had laid on a superb weekend for all of
us, and did a really splendid job as did the
hotel staff.

I am just one among the many who look
forward earnestly to the best read each
month.
For a long time I tried to get more iconic
photos into the magazine to match the
excellence of technical input provided by
others.
The best I could manage was the
September 2014 cover photo, taken 50
years ago when we were all a bit younger,
and later with Roger’s help, the
December 2016 centre piece.
There is no doubt that there has been a
step change. With the super cover of the
June and July Bulletins and excellent
contents we are clearly on a roll
The essence of the square rigger is being
captured and celebrated. It is not easy to
maintain such a standard so I guess it is
up to us readers to send in the photos and
articles that the bulletin management
efforts deserve.
It is a joy to read. Well done to all those
involved, and in particular, Roger.
Charles Penny

Our thanks go to them and to John for
putting the event on, and we look forward
to next year’s weekend being held in the
Cotswolds.
Brian

12 The Octagon Bulletin
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Two Thousand Miles in a YT

Preamble
I take the view that if you own
an interesting car then you need to use it.
Of course for some the car of their choice
is one that they prefer to only take out
when the sun shines and perhaps to a
local show. A long journey may be a 30
mile round trip and the annual mileage
may be around 500.
That of course is their decision
we (Jo and I) think differently and take
great enjoyment in the challenge of a long
run – a trip within the UK or into Europe
– and having been doing just that over the
last seventeen years. From 2000 we used
a TA to visit France, Belgium. Holland,
Austria, Germany and Spain as well as
journeys to Ireland, Wales, Scotland and
several areas in England.
These ventures were not all Club
or Register Events but sole journeys with
the TA carrying camping equipment,
clothing and spares. We learnt a lot about
ourselves, what we could and could not
when we had the inevitable stoppage and
the joy and help we received from
residents as we passed though towns and
villages. In France and Germany an old
British sports car is viewed and cheered
with a passion not always found in the
UK.
I will pen an article in the future,
if the Editor permits, of one particular trip
to Spain in the TA in 2008 when over
three weeks we covered 1700 miles.

Why Spain and Portugal?
During our travels I have always been the
driver and Jo the navigator, a role in
which she excels. However, she has
always been frustrated as she was unable
to drive after having to surrender her
licence in 1984 for medical reasons. She
became the worst back seat driver, which
is something that she wont mind me
saying though of course will add that her
comments are fully justified!

It was therefore with utter
surprise and delight nearly four years ago
that her consultant, having found a
successful means of overcoming her
problem, told her that he would be more
than willing to support an application to
DVLA to enable her to drive again. In
January 2015 she was able to take to the
road after a 31 year hiatus.

The Octagon Bulletin
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Jo used to use our YA as daily
transport to the school where she taught
over four years. So this new freedom
gave her the opportunity to drive a Y once
more, though this time a YT. I should add
that she was bitterly disappointed when I
sold the TA in 2011 and bought an MGA.
She really loved that little T Type (though
those weren’t quite her words when I
acquired the car in 1998!).
Although she concedes that the MGA’s
lines are superb we both felt that it was
very impractical (and neither of us would
have accepted the idea of a boot rack as
this utterly destroys the appearance!). So
I bought a TC – which has a rack, which
can be easily removed, just like the TA!
I’ll have to get the TC spot on before Jo
tries it.. although sadly she doesn’t like
the colour!
Last year Jo drove the YT to all
the events we attended and to the MG
European Event of the Year (EEOTY) in
Le Touquet. When Portugal was
announced for the European Event in
2017 our interest heightened. Other than a
week in the Algarve ten years ago we had
never truly experienced the country.. so
here was a chance.
It was though a long trip for just

14 The Octagon Bulletin
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a three day event. However, our good
friend and Y Type owner Victor
Rodrigues and his wife Evelyne, whom
we first met on a Y Register Brittany
Excursion (well a week!) in 2002, were
organising a Swiss MG V8 gathering in
Estoril, to the west of Lisbon, the week
before the EEOTY in Porto. We wrote to
Victor and asked if he had any
cancellations and whether we could join
them in the YT. He did and we were on
board with 31 other cars, a mix of MGB
V8’s, RV8’s. a modern TF, and MGA
Coupe.

We were delighted to be able to have the
chance to catch up with Melvyn Dunster
and Mary Musselwhite who live a stones
throw from Le Mans, whom we first met
10 years ago in a European Event in
Germany and on the last day in Le
Touquet. So at least we would know a
couple of the participants.
This was several months ahead
after being accepted for the Porto leg we
looked to booking a ferry. I guess if we
had had perhaps another couple of weeks
we could have travelled through France,
via Cherbourg and south to Bilbao.
However, we agreed upon the Portsmouth

Bulletin Text October 2017 No 554:Bulletin Text
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– Bilbao link (called a `cruise’) as the
Santander crossing was either too early or
too late in the week. We reckoned that the
550 mile journey from the port to Lisbon
would probably take 3 days to allow for
us to look round and act as tourists! (Yes
I know that in a modern this could be
done in just over eight hours.. but a 2017
BMW is rather different from a 1950 MG
YT!).

that (a) the car will be able to cover 40
miles an hour (b) driving stints of no
more than 5 hours (c) suitable stops for
coffee and lunch/ fuel etc. Although we
have driven the YT across the UK, France
and Scotland since 2009 the temperatures
have been perhaps no more than 25/27C.
Spain and Portugal are hot climates and
of course this part of Europe had been
experiencing up to 40/42C so how would
the YT cope with this?

Planning the Journey
In the information over loaded
world that we live in journey planning is
relatively straightforward. We sorted out
our stops on the internet. Needing to be at
Estoril on the Saturday afternoon,
following our crossing we docked at
15.00 hours we agreed on a stop between
50 and 70 miles from Bilbao where we
could reach with time to spare before an
evening meal. We needed secure
overnight parking as a pre-requisite and a
few interesting stops had to be ruled out.
Nonetheless, we allowed for journeys of
200 miles for the Thursday and Friday
leaving a final stretch of 125 miles on the
Saturday.
Planning such a journey assumes

We had to ensure that car was
suitably serviced and upgraded to meet
modern conditions and the legal
requirements of the various countries.
That is Insurance, MOT, V5’s etc;
Moreover, we had to have our personal
insurance and EU Medical Card up to
date. Quite how this will all pan out post
2019 I have no idea – but it probably
won’t be so straightforward.
I had several spares and thanks
to Pete I was able to acquire a petrol
pump, water pump and head gasket set. I
added a half shaft, set of plugs and
electrical bits and pieces, a spare dynamo,
regulator, tools etc. Plenty of space in a
tourer to carry all this stuff!
The Octagon Bulletin
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Bilbao to Estoril
This leg of the journey was primarily on
Autoroutes, which in Spain are largely
free but in Portugal are not. The roads
were 2-3 lane, excellently constructed,
great to drive on and more or less empty.

I don’t think that we saw any police
(except to attend an accident in Porto)
until we reached the border on Day 2.
Jo was driving, in fact of 1750 miles
driven in Spain and Portugal she drove
over 1300 miles – taking over as
navigator on occasions when we were
arriving close to our B&B and she had
despaired at my inability to read the
Google Earth map on her phone - `It’s the
sun on the screen’ I said `Pathetic’ she
responded. We then changed positions!
Travelling abroad is always an
education – particularly how countries
deal with the extremes of weather that
affect them. Heat is a significant issue
and towns and cities use tree lined streets
where the canopies are managed to
provide shade. Motorway Service Areas
are often in remote spots where there is
no natural cover. Covered areas are
provided to enable car and occupants to
cool down.
16 The Octagon Bulletin
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Prior to approaching the
Portuguese border Jo was concerned as to
how we would sort out the necessary
payment cards on the highway toll
booths. She scanned the internet and I
told her that we would be able to sort it
out at the border, which indeed we were.
A very helpful Portuguese young man
outlined the process, took our credit card
details and had to note down our
registration number manually as the
system could not recognise 3 numbers
and 3 letters.
He then said that at each poll booth we
needed to pass through the open booths
denoted by a letter V above them. Very
easy!
The benefit of staying overnight
whilst en route, rather than blasting
straight down to the destination, is
primarily that you are able to enjoy and
appreciate the culture and environment of
a different areas and flag up somewhere
that you might spend a few days on a
future visit. Driving a 67 year old car is
of course a challenge in itself and resting
and checking the vehicle out is key.

We arrived in Lisbon on Day 6
of our overall journey from home and the
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last 50 miles were along relatively busy
roads, in contrast to the empty highways
we had been along beforehand. Arriving
in a city is where a sat nav is essential, I
of course hadn’t fitted the connection and
we were reliant on Google Earth. The
signing from the auto routes is minimal
and there appears to be a reliance on you
knowing where to go – hence the need for
modem technology!

The Swiss MG V8 Event
Clever thinking by Victor and
Evelyne meant that the first day of our
trip was by coach in a guided tour around
Lisbon (or Lisboa as it should be known).
This was a real opportunity to spend a
full day appreciating what a fine city it is
and really worth a visit for a few days. It
has echoes of San Francisco with the
steep hills, tramways and another Golden
Gate Bridge, known as the 25th April
bridge across the Rio Tejo. It is though
500 metres shorter and 37 metres lower
than its famous counterpart. Opened in
1966 it was designed on exactly the same
lines as the original and has the same
hue! The day inevitably saw us lunch and
enjoy what Victor described as a `snack’
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– an understatement – as it was an
extensive buffet!

The daily events were each very
different but all involved an 8.30 am start
and travelling 75-90 miles on average.
This is one of the disadvantages of an
event centred in a large city. Each was
very different at the end of play the cars
rested in a secure car park beneath the
hotel. Early mornings were characterised
by fettling of the cars by their enthusiastic
owners – and I was no exception! It was a
case of water and oil checks and a general
overview. Normally a ten minute job,
although inevitably I would stop for a
chat with one of the other owners
admiring their cars. Although more often
than not it was an awareness raising
exercise on Y Types and whilst many
were aware of the model very few had
either seen or were even aware of the YT.
Jo is well versed in the history of the car
and is a great salesperson for the Y series
in general and the Tourer in particular.
I explained to interested folk that
there was a commonality between the Y
and their MGB, RV8 and MGA, in that
The Octagon Bulletin
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the Y was the first production MG to be
fitted with independent front suspension
and rack and pinion steering, and that
virtually the same system and parts were
used on all later models through to the
introduction of the MGF in 1995 – nearly
50 years of unchanged technology. Not
many folk knew that!

introduction, reception and briefing. It
was evident from this that there were
flaws in the organisation – the most
significant being communication. Not
particularly the language but more the
seeming lack of folk from MG Porto
knowing what they were supposed to do!

The YT’s performance surprised
many and not least the Portuguese
members of MG Porto who were present.
It was amusing that perhaps seeing a
woman driving such an old vehicle took
some of them back a bit (and for that
matter several of the UK contingent) and
Jo’s `spirited’ driving was a compliment
paid to her and the car.

It would be unfair to castigate MG Porto
too much, but it came down to simple
things – the preparation of an adequate
route book from which you could clearly
understand exactly where you were
supposed to be going. I saw a UK couple
in a lovely TA setting out on Saturday
morning on one of the rallies and they
never made the destination having got
confused by the route book.

EEOTY 2017 – Portugal
This was the principal venue for
most MG owners making the trip to
Portugal. It was also the first time that the
country had hosted EEOTY although
there was plenty of experience to draw
upon. The 260 participants in a 130 cars
were based in two major hotels in Porto –
which was an advantage. The initial
registration and meet up was a five
minute drive away. We all gathered for an
18 The Octagon Bulletin

It was a shame the trips were all
potentially excellent. The food was
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outstanding and the final night was
packed and folk thoroughly enjoyed
themselves. The Awards Evening was a
bit of a farce but we all got through it!

The final day was a gathering in a large
park on the edge of the city. The parking
area had been used in the past for local
motor sports events and it was a large,
open flat site with very little shade from
the hot sun. Most of the cars had gathered
and it was the only occasion to see the
range of MG’s present. There were 14 pre
56 MGs (from a J through to a TF – and
Peter Wallace’s lovely YT!) although the
majority were A’s, B’s, RV8’s and F’s.
We left with a very good packed
lunch, which lasted us for the next two
days, and made our way back to Bilbao.
Other than a 50 mile trip to an
overnight stop on the Sunday evening, we
covered the 550 miles in two B&B’s
approximately 200 miles apart, leaving a
100 mile dash to the port to catch our
ferry home on late Wednesday afternoon.
Jo had booked a Motel Cancun,
close to Leon for the Monday evening
and I was delighted to find that the 50
units provided an individual air
conditioned garage from which you
gained access to your room. Food was
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ordered from reception and delivered
through a dummy waiter. An excellent set
up for petrol heads!

We arrived at Bilbao almost 3
hours before departure. We met up with a
couple whom we had had lunch with on a
cruise down the Douro River, John and
Sheila Bennett. I had explained then that
my starter motor had packed up in the
week and we were hand cranking the car!
He mentioned that at MG France in 2016
he had experienced such a problem in his
MGA. He had had to rely on push starting
as he had left the starting handle at home.
On returning home he discovered that the
problem lay in a poor connection. I
mentioned that the `Teccy Support Team’
provided by MG Porto confirmed that the
starter motor was kaput. This had set
John thinking and on the dockside he
asked if he might have a look at his
starter as it had been playing on his mind
since our initial chat. He traced the
problem to a poor connection on the
battery. I had fixed a battery switch and
on moving this we bared back the lead
and re fitted it with plenty of wire
The Octagon Bulletin
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exposed and were able to achieve a
positive result…. Thanks John!
Our journey home was uneventful and we
arrived back at 00.15 hrs having covered
2030 miles. Tired but having enjoyed a
great holiday and met some really nice
and fun people.
What did we learn?
A great deal but significantly
that the car was quite capable of
undertaking daily trips of up to 250 miles
should we have so wished. That the
cooling system coped with heat of up to
40 degrees with the temperature staying
at 190F. That our fuel consumption is
around 26-28 mpg.
The need to take just key spares
– plugs, fuses, gaskets, fan belt, gasket
sealant, rainex, coil, petrol pump, ties,
rolls of cable wire, assorted nuts and
bolts, a range of tools but not everything
in the tool box (Checking which sizes of
spanner commonly used to adjust,
tighten, remove and replace items) and in
the case of a Y – a half shaft. It is
amazing just how much space you can
create in one of our type of cars to locate
all these bits.
Besides the obvious – certainly a
facility to fit mobile phone charger/sat
nav, which I hadn’t, hazard warning lights
(which we had – very useful when nature
calls!), plus of course vehicle
documentation. I could not find my V5
Form despite looking throughout the
20 The Octagon Bulletin
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house and had to phone DVLA on the day
of our departure to order a replacement!
There are inevitably other things that I
have missed.
Final thoughts
If you own a pre 56 MG and
have never travelled in Europe then do so
now and don’t add it onto your bucket
list. Insurance cover for the car is well
provided, the roads in France are open
and just great fun to travel along and the
folk you meet are wonderful and love
British Sports cars. If you breakdown its
part of the adventure, it’s relatively cheap
to stay in B&B’s, or camp (though quite
what it will be like after 2019 is very
much an unknown).
The whole environment of
motoring for fun is fast disappearing and
no doubt more draconian measures will
be introduced over the next few years.
If your partner enjoys driving
but never has the opportunity to drive
your pride and joy then let her. The open
roads across France are ideal. Don’t be
selfish – you will find an awful lot about
yourself and you may be surprised just
how adept your mate is at driving and
whether or not they enjoy the experience
given the chance. There is only one way –
so do it and record your experiences with
us by writing to Roger!
Jerry Birkbeck
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MG TD Windscreen Wipers- An Upgrade

Over the past years, there have been
many comments on the efficiency of the
MG TD windscreen wiper set up. Having
a look at the mechanical side, it appears
to be under-engineered which is rectified
to some extent on the MG TF model.
The upgrade does involve a small amount
of lathe and bench work. Basically you
use the MG TF wiper arm set up which
holds the wiper blades. You can purchase
the MG TF wiper blades. Some autojumbles do sell them. This set up is more
efficient as the blades roll from left to
right when in use and they are more
stable. The arm can also be purchased
from an auto-jumble. Look for a wiper
blade arm which is the same radius hook
profile as on the MG TF. They may be
longer in length but you can cut these
down to size.
This is the procedure. You use the main
drive wiper arm from the MG TD which
has the side bracket attached. You then
drill out the rivets which hold the
extended arm which in turn held the
slotted attachment to the wiper blade and
disregard. The bracket on the off-side arm
was redesigned to lower the fulcrum
point by half an inch. This was done to
allow the centre connecting bar to miss
the pivot arm main drive boss and so
allow the wiper blades to park up to the
windscreen top rail and be in line with the
near side wiper arm bracket. This new
bracket then riveted in place using the
existing holes in the arm (see photo and
sketch). You now cut the new profile arm
to length which is 4 3/8”. Slightly bend

the end upwards to engage on the arm
cam. Re-drill this arm to suit the holes in
the MG TD arm which attaches to the
wiper motor using 3/32” in diameter
nickel-plated tubular rivets (length:
5/16”). Re-rivet them to complete the arm
to take the new blade (see note on rivets).

The wiper mechanism connecting arm is
square. This is replaced using 4mm
diameter polished stainless steel rod cut
to a length of about 18 3/8”. The ends are
now turned down in a lathe to 1/8” in
diameter and threaded 1/8th whitworth
length of thread is about 1/2”. Then you
profile the stainless steel rod as the square
connecting rod you have taken off. It will
help if you profile a piece of wood to
require the shape.
We now come to the adjustable bearing
which is threaded 1/8th whitworth and
attached to the threaded end of the round
stainless steel central connecting arm (see
The Octagon Bulletin
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photos). You will notice that one end is
threaded longer than the other that is to
take the locking nut which in turn allows
you to adjust the distance for hr blade to
park this distance when in situ is about
18” to the centre of the pivot point of the
blades.
The bearing is made of stainless steel
9/16” long 1/4“ diameter with an internal
thread 1/8th whitworth with a 3/32”
diameter drilled hole to attach to the
wiper arm (see sketch and photos). This
bearing is then screwed onto the central
connecting arm and attached to the wiper
main arm bracket using 3/32” diameter
bifurcated domed head nickel-plated
rivets. You will notice in the photograph
that there is a small pivot bolt. This
allows you to adjust the distance of the

22 The Octagon Bulletin
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centre connecting rod by disconnecting it
and turning the bearing to the required
length, then you can use the rivet to
complete.
So to re-cap, using your existing wiper
blade arm which has the riveted side
bracket and is kept in situ, you then
remove the small rivets which hold the
extension to the wiper blade tongue itself,
replace with the new shaped attachment
extension which fits the MG TF wiper
blade set cut to size. You will have to rerivet the extension using the same holes
as in the original short arm rivets are
tubular 3/32” diameter domed nickelplated 5/16” long, one being 3/16” long
which are turned over with rivet tool or
you can get a small centre punch to
expand the ends then flatten with a small
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punch. I may be able to supply these
rivets that complete the new blade set up.
The new wiper blades on my MG TD are
8” long but on some MG TFs they are 7”
long but the choice is yours so long as
you are happy with the sweep of the
blades.

Option #2

Still convert the wiper arm to the MG TF
set up use your existing square
connecting arm if you have not got the
means of engineering required. The
special rivets will be required along with
method of fixing and of course they will
be none fine adjustable if that is required,
but nonetheless it is an option for you to
consider. I have not tried this set up so I
cannot say what the parking position will
be, but my aim was to have the parking
position to be level with the windscreen
top rail so as to give you a clear view and
I am pleased to offer any advice which
you may require. Rivet sizes are 3/32
diameter tubular by 3/16”, 5/16” and
9/16” long, latter being bifurcated.
- A. Atkins
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Submission of articles and
photographs to the Club.

Could I give contributors some guidelines
for supplying copy and photographs.
Firstly for those that can, I can accept
copy by email:mgocceditor@btinternet.com
and for those that can’t please send your
copy to Jenny at the office.
If supplying text, it can be direct email or
using proprietry word processing
software such as Microsoft Word. Now
please when typing please put your
paragraph in where you want it but please
avoid putting in ‘carriage returns’and let
the text flow naturally from line to line.
Email me if unsure. Photographs as high
a resolution as possible, and don’t crop
pics, I can do that.
Also please supply photographs
separately, do not ‘embed’ them in a
word processing file or a pdf because
IF I can extract the photograph they
tend to be of poor low resolution

Thank you for the front cover
contributions. I think by now you can see
how the format works in that it suits a
‘portrait’ (upright) photograph better.
Also a little advice, when you are about
to take your photograph, STOP, and look
at the background, is there a dustbin there
or an ugly road sign? These can spoil the
overall pic.
Finally I’m looking for a perfect
December Cover item. Photograph
drawing whatever, just pick a recent
Bulletin for size and layout.
Roger Muir Editor

The Octagon Bulletin
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TF Driving Position

I have just read Peter Harper’ s excellent
article on altering the TF driving position.
I heartily agree that this is a very
worthwhile improvement to carry out.
For those of you who are not at the stage
of recovering your seats and may be
interested in an alternative way of
achieving a similar result, it can be done
by fitting tapered wooden blocks below
the seat [see photo].

I experimented with various different
sizes and found that two pieces of wood 2
¼” high at the front tapering down to ¾”
at the rear [and 2” wide and 16 ½” long]
worked best for a far more comfortable
position for one’s back and arms too.
Long bolts to suit were fitted through the
seat brackets at the front through the
pieces of wood and floor. At Peter’s
suggestion after I had done this, I did a
similar modification to the passenger seat
so that the appearance of the back squab
looked at approx. the same angle and did
not draw attention to the car looking nonstandard. My passenger height block is
lower at 1 1/8th “ high.
I painted the wood wedges black and they
blend in with the black carpet quite
satisfactorily. An added bonus is that
small items can be stored under the seat
both for convenience and security and in
my wife’s case, a hairbrush, rather
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necessary as we only put the hood up on
rare occasions !
You will see in the photo that I have also
fitted static seat belts; inspired by an
article in the MGOCC magazine a long
time ago. The lap fixings are quite
straightforward and followed the article,
but the diagonal fixing took some
thinking out with a system of angle
sections bolted to the rear chassis
outrigger coming up the underside of the
inner wheel arch. The MGOCC article
suggested an angle section across the
back [ for inertia belts ?] which I felt
compromised the access to the sidescreen
box.
I shall always be indebted to Peter for his
positive encouragement and guidance
when I bought my TF back s after 32
years in rather a mess as a scruffy rolling
chassis. Peter was very fortunately, one
of the first people I met at our local
Warks natter 12 years ago and it just so
happened he had just started a complete
rebuild on one of his TF’s. I often used to
go round to see him and learn what to do
next and where to subcontract certain
elements as well as asking lots questions.
Both our black TF’s were completed in
the Spring of 2017. I regret not taking his
advice about fitting a 5 speed gearbox at
the time as I realised, as soon as I first
drove the car, how under geared it was.
Within 12 months I had fitted one of
Peter Gamble’s High- Gear Ford 5
speed conversions.
James Thacker
May 2017

The Octagon Bulletin
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MG Clubs Coast-To-Coast Run 18th August 2018

We* are planning a Coast-to-Coast run for 18th August 2018. The route will
be Morecombe to Scarborough
It's planned to leave from the Midland Hotel, Morecombe between 0830 and
1000 on Saturday. We will get a group booking rate for those who wish to arrive Friday
night. The Midland Hotel is the art-deco hotel recently renovated at huge cost https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Midland_Hotel,_Morecambe
I have negotiated a double room rate at the Midland starting at £162.00 which includes
breakfast. This was for a nominal 15 rooms, when I know numbers, I may be able to
get a better rate. The normal rate is £205. The only other hotel I can find in Morecombe
with a car park (rooms at £90 a night but will be lower when I negotiate a group
booking price) is the Clarendon: http://provincialhotels.com/hotels/the-clarendon-hotel/
It is possible to get hotels rooms cheaper than this but it will mean parking on the road.
I’ll leave it those who are happy to do this to book through one of the web sites like
booking.com or expedia.co.uk, tripadvisor.co.uk etc.
For Scarborough, I have chosen The Palm Court as this hotel has a car park.
http://www.palmcourtscarborough.co.uk/ I have spent ages finding a budget hotel with
a car park and the Columbus has one but only 11 rooms.
http://www.hotelcolumbusscarborough.co.uk/
Again, I’ll leave it those that are happy to park in the road to book themselves in using
the sites listed above,
The route will be through the Yorkshire Dales and The North York Moors. We
will use as many B and unclassified roads and avoid the towns where possible. The
most scenic roads will be used. The average speed will be relatively low to
accommodate those with older cars, (like me in my TC).
There will be a stop for mid-morning tea/coffee (and cake!), lunch at a pub and midafternoon tea/coffee, (and more cake).
The route will be on A5 paper in binders and handed out at the start.
We need you to register interest by the end of November 2017 so we can negotiate the
hotel prices. You may be advised to book the hotels before January to ensure you have
a room.
Final numbers will be set by May 2018 and a £10.00 non-returnable deposit will be
required. This will be deducted from the lunchtime meal so, in effect, the trip will be
free other than meals and hotels, if required. Late booking will be accepted but a hotel
in Morecombe and/or Scarborough may be difficult to find.
TO REGISTER INTEREST EMAIL norman@frenchblat.com

*We are members of: MG Car Club, MG Owners Club, MG Octagon Car Club, Midget
& Sprite Club, Totally T Types and the TABC group)
The Octagon Bulletin
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John Dignan and his wife Pauline on the
Hero 1000 mile trial in 2014
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Advertiser Profile

Tailored insurance cover for MG Octagon Club Members

ClassicLine Insurance celebrated is 30th
anniversary last year and is one of the
largest and most experienced classic car
insurance specialists in the UK. Created
in 1985 by Ian Fray, Classicline has seen
some great growth over the past few
years and the team is famous for its
passion for classics and a vibrant sense of
fun – insurance doesn’t have to be
boring! Ian and his team have been
providing high quality classic car
insurance to over 25,000 specialist and
classic car owners.
In-depth knowledge
For over three decades ClassicLine has
been serving classic car owners and has
developed an in-depth knowledge and
expertise to build bespoke cover for a
wide range of specialist vehicles – even
those with modifications- all with
sensible premiums.

Extra Benefits
EU and UK home start breakdown cover
comes as standard with all policies, along
with free UK legal assistance, and cover
can even be arranged for track days and
sporting events. There’s even a low-cost
solution for cars that are laid up and not
being used on the road. So if your pre-’56
MG project isn’t quite finished or you’ve
decided to store your cherished classic for
a while, ClassicLine can design a policy
to keep your car covered.
30 The Octagon Bulletin

Multi-car cover
If, like most pre-’56 MG owners, you
don’t drive to work or do your shopping
in your pride and joy, you probably have
an everyday car and ClassicLine can offer
multi-car cover to save you time and
money. And that’s something that really
can also benefit those of us lucky enough
to have a classic car collection!
The team at ClassicLine believes classic
car ownership is all about fun and
enjoyment, and that goes hand-in-hand
with great value cover designed
specifically for your needs, so why not
get a quote today. The company offices
are in Castle Street, Hinckley, just under
half a mile from the MG Octagon Car
Club office.
Call ClassicLine on 01455 639000 or
visit www.classiclineinsurance.co.uk.

Below:- MD Ian Fray celebrating 30
years of Classicline in December 2015
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Technical Advice and Support.
Questions and Answers

The club has formalised its Technical Support to members, we are offering support
via e-mail as our Tech Specialists are all volunteers, and this will give them the
opportunity to manage their time better. The list below gives details of the model, the
specialist and contact details.

TA
Brian Rainbow
ta@mgoctagoncarclub.com

TC
Graham Walker
tc@mgoctagoncarclub.com

TD
Pete Moore
td@mgoctagoncarclub.com

TF
Roy Miller
tf@mgoctagoncarclub.com

YABT Neil Cairns
yabt@mgoctagoncarclub.com

SVW Charlie Plain-Jones
svw@mgoctagoncarclub.com

MMM John James
mmm@mgoctagoncarclub.com

Electrical Peter Cole
electrics@mgoctagoncarclub.com
Now for those members who do not have a computer, and hence no e-mail, this is
what we will do for you. Please ring the office and state that you have a problem
with your car and give us the car model, your membership number, telephone
number and the best time for us to contact you. That information will then be
e-mailed by us to the relevant technical specialist asking him to ring you as advised.

Disclaimer

All articles, advice on technical matters and contributary material appearing in The Bulletin are the personal
opinions of the authors concerned and not the MG Octagon Car Club Limited. Its Directors, Officers,
Employees or individuals cannot be held responsible in any way for information published therein.
Members or readers wishing to carry out any tasks outlined in Technical Advice and Support articles should
ensure they have the necessary skills and equipment to do so safely. The MG Octagon Car Club Limited
accepts no responsibilty for any injury or damage, however caused, incurred in the process of following
guidance offered in good faith in these articles.
Always seek advice from a competent person before doing anything that could affect the safety of your car.

TF Engine noise
Q - My TF is in excellent condition
having been brought back from the USA
in 1989 and fully restored.

something about the noisy tappets.
Having been told that the XPAG engines
are ‘always noisy’ I put this to low down
on the list of priorities.

Since buying the car about two years ago
I have worked on various minor issues,
but it has always been in my mind to do

I have adjusted the tappets several times
and concluded that some deeper
investigation was required.
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This involved taking the rocker assembly
off and dismantling it. Wear was found on
the underside of the rocker shaft so I was
confident that would eliminate the
‘rattling’. A new shaft, new bushes
pressed in and reamed, re-assembled and
installed. The car has been road tested
and runs well.
However, although the general ‘rattling’
has been reduced there remains a loud
‘ticking’ which still appears to come from
the top end or somewhere on the same
side of the engine.
I had suspected that the wear on the
underside of the rocker shaft was due to
poor lubrication, although the indicated
pressure was always good at 40-50psi. I
had always topped up with a straight
20/50 mineral oil.
So, at the time of installing the new
rocker shaft I changed the oil and put on a
new oil filter.
I have read several articles about the need
to block off the oil holes at the tops of the
rockers. Running without the rocker
cover on (messy) showed that there was a
huge amount of oil coming from each
rocker top hole. So, I blocked these off
with small screws. This did not make any
difference to the ticking noise.
I now believe that I do not have a rocker
assembly problem. On tick-over, even
with a warm engine, there is not much
evidence of the ticking but when revved it
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ticks noisily. It is not related to
transmission or gears and is definitely in
the engine. My fear now is that the
problem may be in the lower engine.
I can report one success with the car
recently! My wife has always complained
that the exhaust noise was intolerably
loud and raucous, though I felt it was just
‘sporty’.
So, whilst the car was off road I have,
fitted it a secondary silencer in the tail
pipe. This has made an impressive
difference. I am not certain about any
impact on performance, but hopefully my
wife will be pleased when we next go out
in the car.
David Wilson
A - You appear to
have been very thorough so far
investigating the cause of the elusive
ticking noise particularly with the
replacement of the rocker shaft and
bushes, these are the usual causes of
noise from this area. There are
however a few other things you could
look at before you delve lower down in
the engine. I think it unlikely the noise
comes from there although there are
many noise sources on a well-used XPAG
engine!
Over the years there is a good chance that
the faces of the cylinder head and block
have been skimmed/machined several
times. Nothing wrong in this but if the
original length pushrods have been
retained it does have the
The Octagon Bulletin
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effect of altering the geometry of the ball
end of the rocker arm adjusting
screw as it sits in the push rod cup. The
machining has the effect of lowering the
head in relation to the pushrods so the
pushrods are now too long which in turn
means the adjusting screw may be
running out of
adjustment. At the extreme, one or more
of the pushrod cups might be hitting
the underside of the rocker arm or getting
trapped against it creating the ticking
noise you can hear. Look at the adjusting
screws, ideally, they should be positioned
in the rocker arm about midway down
their length so there is still thread
showing above and below the arm
position when adjusted correctly. Inspect
closely the edges of the pushrod cups and
the ball ends, if one or more has a shiny
or wear mark, you may need a set of
shorter
pushrods as supplied by people like
Crane though B & G or Moss. Pete will
tell you if the Club stock these, if not he
may be able to obtain them for you.
In the October 2016, No. 543 Bulletin we
had a similar engine noise question
but that turned out to be a worn rocker
shaft and bushes which you have already
sorted. However, it is worth reading again
as I suggest other potential noise sources
to check while you have the rocker cover
off.
Also, make sure the curved wear faces of
the rocker arms have not become
grooved, this makes accurate adjustment
almost impossible, hence a noisy
34 The Octagon Bulletin
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tappet at one or more valves, the solution
in this case is to have the rocker arms
refaced by grinding.
A further thought. Do you perhaps have
an aluminium rocker cover replacing the
factory fitted steel item? The cast
aluminium cover has thicker walls than
the pressed steel cover and if it is
refitted slightly out of alignment it is
possible for one of the rocker
adjusting nuts (usually no.1 or no.8) to
touch the inside of the cover making the
noise you can hear. Either way check
inside the cover fitted for any shiny
marks showing up where rubbing or
contact may have taken place.
Let me know if you or the other people
you are talking to come up with the
answer and I will publish the solution as
it helps other owners in a similar
position to yourself.
Roy
TC RF 91 Voltage regulator
Q - We have spoken previously about
voltage regulators for TCs. After our
discussion, it seems that the Club stock
the equivalent of the Lucas RF95 whereas
original equipment on my early TC was
the Lucas RF91, which differs in size and
appearance. You mentioned that you
knew someone who might be prepared to
fit a solid-state regulator and cut out in
my original housing. If you could
possibly send me the contact details I
would be much obliged.
Bill Martin
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A - The company is called Classic
Dynamo & Regulator Conversions,
www.dynamoregulatorconversions.com
or call the on 01522 730193. I have heard
several good reports on their work, and
intend to have the cut out on my TA
converted in due course. I have sent you a
brochure that includes a picture of a
converted RF91.
Brian
Oil pump removal TA
Q - When I removed the top plate of my
oil pump (TA-MPJG) to inspect the
internal condition, I found the remains of
a paper gasket plus sealant from previous
owners work! Reading an article in a
back issue of ’BULLETIN' you have
written that there is NO gasket between
the pump body and the top plate'. After
cleaning the mating surfaces, I now have
interference between the end faces of the
pump gears and the plate, not the 1 to 2
thou clearance you quoted. I am
wondering now if in the cars history the
gears have been replaced and do not
match the pump body so a gasket was
fitted to achieve the clearance?? I now
need to get the pump assembly on the
bench for further inspection,
measurements etc.
My question is: (1) Can I remove the pump with the
engine in situ?
(2) Is the 'idler gear' shaft a part of the
pump assy.?
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(3) Does the club sell the gasket between
the pump assy. and block?
OZ
A - Sadly we will never know what
previous owners have done to our cars,
all we can do is put them back together
correctly!
(1) I have never tried to remove a pump
in situ, maybe you can get it out, possibly
having to remove the two-front engine
mounting centre bolts and raising the
engine if there is insufficient clearance.
(2) The idler shaft is not part of the pump,
it is an interference fit into the block.
(3) The club does sell the gasket that goes
between the pump and the block.
When you finally put the pump back into
the engine, before fitting the top plate
pack the gears with Vaseline to aid
priming the pump.
Brian
TF Engine misfire and brakes
Q - When my TF is idling or after it has
been left standing for a while, it misfires
badly. This clears once it has been
travelling for a few minutes. The problem
is worse in hot weather. My thoughts are
that, with the fuel lines just above the
exhaust manifold, the fuel may be
'vaporising', for want of a better word,
and that once the car is going the added
air flow cools everything down. Fellow
owners I've met at MG events appear to
concur and one had made a heat shield
and lagged the front end of the exhaust.
I'd be interested in your views and any
The Octagon Bulletin
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suggestions of how I could reduce the
tendency for this to occur and/or how I
could get/make a heat shield.
Secondly, I decided to replace the rear
brake shoes the other day - straight
forward I thought - that was until I got to
removing the old shoes. They are held
onto the back plate by what my workshop
manual describes as a 'spring - brake shoe
steady'. I think I can just about see that
the spring is retained by a hook into a lug,
but I can't see how to get the hook out of
the lug, not wishing to cause damage by
using brute force - foul language didn't
help one bit!! I'm sure you must know a
very quick and probably painfully simple
way of allowing this reluctant brake shoe
to part company with the back plate
Peter West
A - Rear brakes first. The ‘steady spring’
or anti rattle spring you describe is a
tapered coil spring with a L shaped hook
extending centrally through the coils that
hooks into a slot in the brake back plate.
To release it, grip the spring with
narrow/long nose pliers inside the coils,
compress the spring and at the same time
turn it through 90 degrees or so when it
should release and allow you to remove
the brake shoe. To replace it, simply
reverse the operation. There is a special
tool you can buy to do this job but long
nose pliers seem to work just as well.
The engine misfire problem you describe
does sound very much like fuel
vaporisation, a common problem these
days. Brown and Gammons supply a heat
36 The Octagon Bulletin
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shield to fit your TF which will help to
cure the problem but may not eliminate it
entirely. It is all to do with the heat buildup under the bonnet affecting fuel lines,
carburettor bowls and intakes during
spells when the engine driven fan is
turning slowly or not at all, e.g. when
stopping to refuel on a hot day. Some
other things you can do include lagging
the exhaust down pipe (Agriemach Ltd
info@agriemach.co.uk , fitting a MGB 7
blade plastic fan, supplied by the Club,
p/no. SBE 058D and having the exhaust
manifold spray coated with a thermal
barrier ceramic coating by Zircotec of
Abingdon www.zircotec.com
On my TF 1500 I have lagged the
exhaust down pipe and had the manifold
spray coated (when doing an engine
rebuild) and find that I do not need a heat
shield but it must be said that some
XPAG/XPEG engines seem to run hotter
than others depending on a many other
factors such as ignition settings,
cleanliness of the engine block waterways
and radiator core, carburettor settings etc.
The engine heat shield is fairly easily
fitted while the other mods do require
more dismantling so try that first.
Roy
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Cars for Sale: - October 2017
PLEASE NOTE:

Copy dates for each issue are around 6 weeks prior to publication, e.g. ads received by
the 1st of the month will appear in the following month's issue. Trade advertisement
appearing in this section must be identified by the latter (T). The Club reserves the right
to withhold any advertisement not complying with this requirement. Please send all
'Cars For Sale' advertisements to the Club office and inform us if your car is sold before
your ad is due to run out, so that we can update this section.
MG TA 1938
Export model. Chassis TA 2834. MPJG
engine 3095. Both original ex factory.
Metallic grey with dark blue trim. Only
34,000 miles from new. Unmodified
except for electronic head on fuel pump,
ceramic seal in the water pump and 1 x
12v battery in place of original 2 x 6v. 4
new tyres. Since import ex factory in
1939 has been in sunny Zimbabwe under
cover all its life. Just completed a 550km
trouble free trip. US $40,000 or GBP
30,000. Comprehensive paper trail of
history. Enquiries to John McFadyean
263 4 0777512890 or email
jocarzim@gmail.com
[3]

MG YB 1953
Colour maroon, in sound condition with
good oil pressure and nice quiet smoke
free engine. Steers straight and stops,
drives very well. Fog and spot lamps and
dynamator fitted. A reliable car that
underwent a restoration some years ago.
Nice patina and original car. Email
beegee1@talktalk.net for pictures. Price
£9750.
[3]

MG VA 1938
4-seater open top tourer. This is a rare
model as I believe only 591 were made
and there are at most 187 left. The 1520cc
engine has recently been overhauled. The
car is in very good mechanical condition
as is the interior and the bodywork.
According to the manual it can go 10mph
faster with the windscreen down!
£30,000. Please contact Aubrey on 01263
820340 (North Norfolk).
[3]
MG TC 1945
A very early TC from December 1945,
chassis no. TC 0351, which makes it no.
100. Bought as a stalled project in 1967.
The car was completed and back on the
road in 1971 and then used extensively
for MG events, both local and national.
Engine was rebuilt to 1350 cc, car
resprayed red, new weather equipment
fitted with further updates to enhance
usability. Having led an active sporting
life, she is now ready for a gentler
retirement. The following updates have
been made:- 1) Brakes now servo
assisted. 2) Electric fan fitted (quieter and
much more efficient). 3) Roger Furneaux
rear axle fitted (stronger half shafts;
better ratio 4.675/1; eliminates oil soaked
rear brakes, cruise at 70mph). 4) Modern
The Octagon Bulletin
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VW steering box fitted. Please contact
Ken Cox on 01752 894934 or
mgken@uwclub.net . Offers on £22K.
South Devon area.
[2]

MG TD 1953
American export car, reimported and
body removed for full conversion to right
hand drive using new steering rack etc.,
excellent straight rust-free chassis
restored whilst accessible. Good honest
car but could benefit from some cosmetic
attention to paintwork put perfectly
usable as is. Comes with half tonneau and
side screens. Owned and enjoyed by me
for ten years, original engine
reconditioned prior to my ownership.
Reliable car £17,500 ono. Phone 01626
365937, Newton Abbot. See Octagon
website for pictures.
[2]
MG TD 1953
1953 red MG TD with red leather seating
- in superb condition, fully restored,
converted from left to right hand when
imported back from America. Full
service history including photographs of
the restoration down to the last nut and
bolt. Recently a full brake service
including a new master cylinder. Costing
£700. Good hood and side screens and
tonneau. Chrome luggage rack. Also
included is a marked bamboo stick to
measure petrol in the tank! A very
reluctant sale. £22,000.00. Garage space
required. Contact Graeme Hewitt on
01256 780065 or email
graemehewittjazz@hotmail.com .
[2]
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MG TF 1954
A very original red RHD 1954 MG TF
1500, with biscuit interior, black mohair
hood and full tonneau cover, chrome
luggage rack and front badge bar.
Refurbished interior, engine completely
rebuilt by MG TF specialist Naylor
Brothers less than 500 miles ago. The
paint work is in very good condition for
the age of the car but could do with some
TLC. The car comes with a specialist MG
dust cover and a brand new external
cover. The roof and windows are in
fantastic condition (almost unused). It
comes with a good history of ownership
and work done, with receipts. Price
£32,000 ono. Please contact Jill on 07590
0389120 or email JTFLY@aol.com . See
Octagon website for pictures.
[2]
MG TD 1953
Red with beige trim. 3 bow hood with
side screens and full and half tonneau in
tan double duck as new. Stainless steel
luggage rack. Unleaded head, new
carburettors, new brakes. Gearbox rebuilt
with new clutch. All major components
restored or replaced. Dry use only.
Excellent condition. Current owner 12
years. £23,000. For more details Contact
Richard 07885493673 or 0208 308 0926
(Kent). See Octagon website for pictures.
[1]
MG TF 1500 1954
Red with red interior. New black carpets.
New black hood and tonneau. New
painted wire wheels and new radials.
Only 45,700mls on the clock believed to
be the original mileage. All necessary
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restoration work and excellent repainting
job carried out 6 years ago and little used
since. George Edney unleaded head. LHD
but with all parts available to convert to
RHD (negotiable). Very attractive car
becoming much harder to acquire. price
MUST SELL hence offers over £21,000.
Tel 01313 391909.
[3]

DISCLAIMER
Whilst every effort has been made to
ensure the accuracy of the
advertisements, be they trade or small
ads, for advertising in this magazine
neither the MG Octagon Car Club Ltd nor
the board, or its agents, can accept any
responsibility or liability for any
omissions or incorrect insertions, whether
as to wording, space or position of any
advertisements or entry as submitted by
the advertiser. They also cannot accept
liability or responsibility for the quality
of goods advertised for sale. The
purchaser should satisfy him/herself that
the vendor has legal title to sell any goods
advertised.

If you sell your car please let
the Club know so that we can
keep our records up to date.
If the proud new owner is not a
Club Member then please pass
on our contact details.
MGOCC
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Members Private
Advertisements
For Sale/Wanted
October 2017
FOR SALE

Tyres
5.90 x 15 tyres: 4 unused crossply tyres
originally bought for my TD. There are 3
remoulds and 1 Dunlop Gold Seal. They
are old but still in good condition. £50.
Phone 01835 823203.
WANTED

TF Front Shock Absorbers (Armstrong)
Condition unimportant but must be complete. Tel. Roy Miller on 01451 824223
or email roymill@waitrose.com
SERVICES

XPAG Engines
I have in build a 1350cc, lightened and
balanced, stage 2 unleaded, lip sealed, 8”
clutch, fast road cam, TD/TF engine. Future build of same spec. TC/D/F engines.
Also, one off same spec., sleeved to
1500cc TC/D or TF engine. Please call
after 31st December. Contact Ron Ward
on 01422 823649.

The Octagon Bulletin
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Classics & Sportscar Consultants Ltd.
&
Nicky Paul-Barron

Award winning leather cleaners,
conditioners and specialist
leather dyes

MG’s WANTED FOR CASH
M Type, J2, PA,PB,TA,TB,TC,VA,
YA,YB, ZA, ZB,TD,TF etc.

Transport arranged.
Located in South Buckinghamshire.
01494 434414 / 01296 622770
www.classic-sportscar.co.uk

For our full range please visit

www.liquidleather.com
from

FIVE SPEED GEARBOX
CONVERSIONS
• MG’s - TB TC TD TF
• MGA MGB
• ZA ZB MAGNETTE
Hi-Gear Engineering
82 Chestnut Avenue
Mickleover
Derby
DE3 9FS
United Kingdom
Tel/Fax 0044 (0)1332 514503
Over 7300 KITS SOLD
www.hi-gearengineering.co.uk
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Natter News

Introduction – Sadly the driving season
is virtually over, however like many of
you the TF is out and about all year round
provided there’s no salt on the road. By
the time we get to mid-October most of
the organised events will have passed.
Our last activity for 2017 will have been
the Bicester Heritage Centre Scramble
held on Sunday the 1st October. Looking
back to our recent outings; On August
Bank Holiday Monday we motored over
to the Pershore Plum Festival.

George Cummings’ rare 1939 TB
Barry & Alison Watson’s TD

Bruce Wyre’s YA

Gill Spedding’s TC

In marked contrast to the rainy day last
year, the Festival enjoyed a glorious
sunny summer day this year. The
organisers were hoping for a record
1000+ car attendance. The numbers well
exceeded their expectations with more
than 1400 classics on show. What a
magnificent setting for such a large event
and of course many MGs were gathered;
-------The first weekend in September found me
helping to erect the Club marquee at the
giant Beaulieu autojumble. There is
mention of this event earlier in the
Bulletin, hence here is a brief report;
The Octagon Bulletin
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After camping on the Friday night,
Saturday was spent manning the stand
and assisting with spares sales. A glorious
sunny day with many Octagon members
and enthusiasts dropping by; Ian Ailes
(Fairmile natter), Tom Metcalf (Safety
Fast Restorations), Roger Furneaux (Mad
Metrics), Jeff Fields (Ohio T chapter),
Eric Worple (Electrics Guru), Mike
Flannery (Speedo repairs) and many
many more. Disappointingly Sunday was
a washout and the organisers ‘pulled the
plug’ at 15.30.
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Mid September, we spent a happy five
days in the Yorkshire Dales based in
Dentdale. Three couples brought their
classics too and we had some lovely days
touring the very picturesque area. We
were in the company of a 2004 Mazda
MX-5, a 1955 Jaguar XK140 and a 1967
Morgan +4 Supersports. Here are the
cars dwarfed by the massive Victorian rail
viaduct at the head of Cowgill.

While driving over the top from
Windermere to Pooley Bridge I could not
resist this shot;
Busy marquee at Beaulieu

I took a break from the stand to search for
that oddball bottom hose.
Yippee hoses found.

44 The Octagon Bulletin

The TF on Kirkstone Pass.
(Cover shot I think! - Ed)
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Highlights included Wrynose, Hardknott
and Hartside Passes, Low Force waterfall,
the Lakeland Motor Museum, the Game
Cock pub in Austwick, the Drunken Duck
pub in Barngates and the Wensleydale
cheese factory in Hawes. All in all, a
fabulous area for classic car touring.
Contacts update No notified changes this month.
Facebook Group Update –
The Facebook group had grown to over
1430 members by mid September. The
joining rate is consistent. Our target of
1500 members by the end of 2017 looks
achievable.
Find our Club FB Group at
https://www.facebook.com/groups/24703
2335694366/
New joiners, please remember to reset
your privacy which will restrict access to
your activities. Otherwise everyone
worldwide will see you.
Looking back –
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not an MG-organised event this has to be
pretty good, particularly as the weather
was quite cool and showery!”

Downland steam

Buckinghamshire (Chesham) Keith
Allen reports; “At our pride of ownership
in late June Terry Cruse, who very
generously provided the new challenge
trophy for this annual event, was invited
to judge the first winner. The trophy was
presented to the MG WA Saloon of Jeff
Gibson being the car on display that Terry
would most have liked to take home.
Terry Cruse loves the WA

Aylesbury: Adrian reports; “Jackie and I
were staying with friends near Chichester
recently, and we went along to the
Downland open air Museum for their
steam weekend, and were agreeably
surprised to see that the MG community
had turned out in force to support this
event. The Solent MGOC, the local
Chichester MGOC and John James’
Totally T-Type group all attended, so
there was a field full of MGs to admire –
I counted 40 T-types. A sight indeed to
gladden the eye! There were about 70
MGs in all at the event, and since it was
The Octagon Bulletin
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From now on the previous year’s winner,
i.e. next year it will be Jeff, will have the
pleasure of choosing the winner. While
all this was going on, Terry happened to
mention that he had never ridden in a prewar car such as this so immediately Jeff
promised to take him out at the first
opportunity. Here is a delighted Terry
posing with the beautiful car after his
ride. Our thanks to the generosity of both
Terry and Jeff, who both embody The
Marque of Friendship.”

Isle of Wight Dave Chorley reports;
“John and Linda once again invited the
Club to their lovely home in Whitwell, it
may surprise you to realise this event was
first held way back in 2000. Sadly, this
was not one of the better years, weatherwise. Saturday was very wet and cold so
not wishing to waste all the lovely
prepared salad we just postponed it one
day, to the Sunday, in the hope of an
improvement. Dawn was accompanied by
a clear blue sky, hooray! However, by
2pm the clouds had unfortunately rolled
in once again, bother. Undeterred, a good
line-up of MGs arrived from TC to ZTT
(no Mazdas though, perhaps they are
allergic to British rain ??!! ) Whilst the
barbies were warming up, Dave Crewe
(last years’ winner) was busy examining
the cars for shinyness. The rainman held
off (just about) until we had all consumed
our burnt offerings, but then several
showers made the lounge a better
destination for enjoyment of the various
delightful puddings on offer. The rain
having again eased off, we duly
assembled outside for the judge’s
46 The Octagon Bulletin
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decision and this year Lawrence was the
happy winner with his green midget
(running on three cylinders but no demerits for that!) Linda, with the aid of
various younger family members had
judged the desserts and Pam’s choccie
sponge cake creation won her a nice
bottle of wine. The afternoon traditionally
finishes with a game of petanque, but as
the ground was more than a little soft, we
gave it a miss this year. Well done to
everyone who made the effort to attend,
despite the weather, and our thanks once
again to John and Linda (and family) for
all their hard work that goes into hosting
the event. We will try to book a sunny
afternoon for 2018.”

Scrummy Raspberry pudding.

Norfolk: Marilyn Oliver reports; “The
penultimate meeting of the Norfolk Pre56 MG Octagon Club (and the first
‘Ladies' Day’) was held at the lovely
village of Heydon. Following the formal
items on the agenda, excellent lunches
were provided by Heydon Tea Rooms and
the Earle Arms. The sun graced us with
its presence after an earlier ‘cool’ start.
Unfortunately, we couldn't all get parked
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together, but we had a great selection of
cars: 1 x J2, 1 x VA, 1 x TC, 6 x TDs and
1 x TF” {Ed note, yet another sunny day
for the Norfolk get together. That’s every
meeting in 2017! How do you do it Mike
Lees?}

Line up opposite the Heydon tea rooms

Northamptonshire:
Terry Baulch’s Kilsby natter was well
represented at the Weedon depot show in
July.

Bignor’s fine Hypocaust.

Scotland (Central & South): Lindsay
Kyle submitted these photos on the
Ladybank show entry.

On the road to the show.

Line up at Weedon

Several Kilsby MGs were away on the
TTT2 weekend in August, which
included a visit to the Bignor Roman
Villa.

Great use of an Octagon banner

Royston Goodman’s group attended the
Bo’ness Revival hill climb. A little J2
caught his eye, Brian and Ruth Galbraith
The Octagon Bulletin
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had travelled from Cornwall to compete.
Their car raced at Bo’ness in 1947 having
been owned earlier in Dumfries and
Paisley. Can you help with any details on
the car’s history?
Wet or what? At Wiscombe

Any history please?

Sussex:
Paul Campbell reports on David Griffith’s
Sussex Wanderers September outing: “Nice run in the Magnette today with The
Sussex Wanderers in lovely countryside,
starting at The Cricketers in Wisborough
Green and ending up with lunch at The
Greyhound near Midhurst.”

Neil Wallace posted; “The North Wales
Region (UK) provided the MG Octagon
Club stand at the major indoor show midSeptember, held at the Manchester Event
City classic car show.”

Lovely lunch venue.

Looking good in Manchester

France: Renaud de Villeneuve has been
driving his TC to it’s new home in
Belgium.
En route in Normandy

Facebook Corner: -

UK: Chris Bone dodged the rain to take
some fine photos at a very soggy
Wiscombe.
48 The Octagon Bulletin
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USA: Keeping in touch with Michael
Wester’s TD Rebuild: the grill and
surround have been refurbed

TC safely tucked up in its new home.

Germany: Sascha Schmitt recently
joined our FB Group and posted this
photo of her YA saloon in a ‘blingbling’
competition with a Morgan.
No contest, the YA wins blingbling.

Grill looks good Michael.

Looking forward –

Bristol: David Heath of the MGCC SW
centre invites Octagon members to join in
their lunchtime natters on 3rd Tuesday: in
Oct at the White Hart, Iron Acton and
Nov at the Burcott Inn nr Wells
Buckinghamshire (Chesham): Tues eve
24th October, quiz night @ Chartridge
Park Golf Club HP5 2TF. Entries to
Richard Colston by 17th
Cornwall: Sunday 15th October, Classic
Car Breakfast/Brunch, Trevaskis Farm
Restaurant, TR27 5JQ. Sunday 15th
The Octagon Bulletin
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TR8 4LA

Fairmile: Saturday 14th October, private
viewing of Roger Duddings collection at
Potters Bar £18pp inc lunch, bookings to
Jon
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Hawes Inn, South Queensferry.
Stop Press
Norman Verona is organising a Coast to
Coast tour on 18th August 2018. See this
link for details;
http://www.lotus7news.co.uk/c2c.htm
Signing off –
Our cars always rise to a special
occasion, here Ron Benson’s TB is
superbly dressed for his daughter’s
wedding at Danby Castle

Isle of Wight: Sunday 15th October 12
noon, lunch @ Sun Inn Hulverstone,
PO30 4EH, booking to Dave. Sunday
22nd October 13.30 for 14.00, VHVC run
start @ Carpetright PO30 5LG, finish
with cream tea @ Royal Hotel, Ventnor,
PO38 1JJ, booking to Chris or Dave
Batchelor. Sunday 29th October, 13.30
for 14.00 MG Headlight Run, start
Newport Harbour car park PO30 2EB,
booking to Ken or Christine Bilborough.
Saturday 2nd December Christmas dinner
@ New Holmwood Hotel, Cowes.
Bookings to Dave.
Kent East (Canterbury): The December
meet will be the natter Christmas dinner,
booking to Alan by the November meet.
Norfolk: Friday 10th November, a trip to
the NEC Classic Car Show book with
John at johnhoulgate@btinternet.com or
01263 833001
Scotland (Central & South):
Wednesday 15th November, natter at The
50 The Octagon Bulletin
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Keep the news coming, more next month.
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Natter Venues

Meetings in evening unless otherwise stated)
Regional Coordinators and their Natter are shown in blue.

SOUTH, SOUTH EAST AND SOUTH WEST OF ENGLAND
Buckinghamshire (Aylesbury). The Five Arrows Hotel, High Street, Waddesdon. HP18
0JE Contact - Jack Martin on 01280 848529 on 1st Monday of the month.
Buckinghamshire (North). The Bell Inn, Beachampton, Milton Keynes. MK19 6DX
Contact - David Storer - 01296 712518. david.storer@costain.com. 2nd Thursday.
Buckinghamshire. (Chesham Area). Contacts - Christa and Richard Colston, and Keith
Allen - 01494 728253 - r.colston@btinternet.com. 4th Tuesday
Cornwall. Norway Inn, Perranarworthal, Cornwall, TR3 7NU. (on A39 between Truro
and Falmouth). Contact - Ron Henderson - 01872 864914. 1st Thursday.
Devon. The Halfway Inn, Sidmouth Road, Aylesbeare, EX5 2JP
Contact - Paula Wood - 01395 232012 - mprcobra@tiscali.co.uk 1st Thursday
Dorset. Various locations around Weymouth. Contact - Bob Briney - 01305 814050. 2nd
Sunday. Contact Bob for details.
Gloucestershire (Bristol). No regular meetings.
Contact - Jay Cooper - Tel 01454 414762 jaylincooper@gmail.com.
Gloucester (North) The Gala Club, Fairmile Gardens, Gloucester, GL2 9EB.
Contact Peter Vielvoye - 07702 102188 petervielvoye@blueyonder.co.uk 2nd Thursday
8.00pm
Mid Hampshire - Venue and dates to be agreed. Contact Paul Harris on prharris25@aol.com
Isle of Wight - ‘The Eight Bells’, 31 High St, Carisbrooke, PO30 1NR, I of W.
Contact – Ken Bilbrough – 01983 855581. 1st Tuesday.
Greater London (North). The Queens Head, High St, Pinner, Nr Harrow. HA5 5PJ.
Contact-Gerry Edwards - 07768657797 gerryedwards@blueyonder.co.uk 1st Tuesday.
Kent East , Canterbury. The Granville, Lower Hardres, Canterbury. CT4 7AL
Contact - Alan Hall - 01227 636569
Kent, North Downs. The Plough Inn, Stalisfield Green, Faversham, ME13 0HY
Contact - William & Dianne Opie - 01795 521846. willopie@aim.com.4th Thursday.
Kent, Sevenoaks. - Anchor in Hope,Ash Green,Sevenoaks, TN15 7ER
Contact - John Lunn - 01322 667591. 2nd Wednesday. and at:Black Horse, Stansted, Sevenoaks TN 15 7PR.
Contact - Ian Russell - 0208 301 4966 bernie.russell@ntlworld.com 4th Wednesday
Somerset (Central). Lime Kiln Inn, Nr Long Sutton, Langport, TA10 9JH.
Contact - Barry Foster - 01458 850169. 2nd Thursday.
Somerset (West). Martlett Pub, Langford Budville. TA21 0QZ
Contact – Clive Lawson – 07811 701363. clivelawson@magnor.co.uk 2nd Tuesday
The Octagon Bulletin
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Surrey. Brooklands Museum. Members bar, Brooklands Rd, Weybridge. KT13 0QN
Contact - Danny Byrne - 01932 829814. 2nd Tuesday.
Surrey (Junct 10, M25).The Fairmile Hotel (Chef and Brewer) Portsmouth Rd, Fairmile,
Cobham. KT11 1BW Contact - Ian Ailes -01932 856960. 2nd Thursday.
Surrey (North East).The Three Horseshoes Ironsbottom, Sidlow, Reigate, Surrey RH2
8PT. Contact - John Morgan - 020 8657 2714. 3rd Monday.
Kent & East Sussex. George and Dragon, Speldhurst, Nr Tunbridge Wells. TN3 0NN
Contact - Graham White - 01892654591. 4th Tuesday
West Sussex. The Black Horse, Nuthurst, Nr Horsham. RH13 6LH
Contact - David Griffiths - 01403264548. dr.gjazz1@timetalk.co.uk. 2nd Tuesday
Wiltshire. The Bell Inn, The Wharf, Bowden Hill, Lacock, Wiltshire. SN15 2PJ
Contact - Brian Craft - 01793 750529. 2nd Tuesday.
EASTERN COUNTIES OF ENGLAND
Bedfordshire. The Cock, Broom, Biggleswade SG18 9NA (just west of A1).
Contact - Michael Capps - 01767 677350. 3rd Monday.
Cambridgeshire. The White Horse, Milton, Nr Cambridge. CB24 6AJ
Contact - Alan Yeo - 01223 243570. 1st Wednesday
Essex. The Cats, Blue Mill Road, Woodham Walter, Nr Maldon. CM9 6LS
Contact - Carlo Romero - 01621 829799 - carloromero1@outlook.com 1st Sun from 1pm.
Norfolk Please phone/e-mail for venue.
Contact Mike Lees - 01493 394926 –mike.lees@outlook.com

MIDLANDS - EAST, WEST AND NORTH, AND NORTHERN ENGLAND.
Cheshire. The Crown, Main Rd., Goostry CW4 8PE
Contact - Vernon Smith - 07711503093 - yandvsmith@gmail.com. 2nd Tuesday
Derbyshire. Gosforth Fields Sports Club, Bubnell Road (Off Stubley Drive), Dronfield
Woodhouse, S18 8QY. Contact - John Wilson - 01246 811 416. 1st Wednesday.
Herefordshire. Old Court House, Symonds Yat West Nr Ross on Wye. HR9 6DA
Contact - Terry Davies - 01989 562366. 2nd Monday.
Lancashire (West) Canberra Club, Samlesbury Aerodrome, Myerscough Rd, Blackburn.
BB27LF. Contact - Keith Beningfield 01772 747288. 2nd Tuesday
Northamptonshire. The George Hotel, Kilsby, Nr Rugby.CV23 8YE
Contact - Terry Baulch -01788 822 566. 1st Tuesday.
Oxfordshire. Venues and dates may vary.
Contact - Pete Davies. 07877 932284. Last Thursday.
Shropshire (South) The Bull Hotel, Ludlow. SY8 1AD
Contact - Phil Reckless - 01584 873359. Last Wednesday
52 The Octagon Bulletin
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Shropshire (Shrewsbury). Oxon Priory,Shelton Corner,Welshpool Road,Shrewsbury,
SY3 8DL Contact - Roy & Jen Crosier - 01691 831808 - r.j.crosier@btinternet.com. 2nd
Tuesday
Staffordshire. The Horseshoe, Tattenhill, Nr Burton on Trent DE13 9SD (off A38).
Contact - Syd Showell - 07539 253251. 2nd Monday.
Warwickshire (North). Contact -David Russell - 07808 763685 or
d.a.russell@btinternet.com. Last Tuesday.
Warwickshire South. The Blue Boar, Temple Grafton, Nr Stratford on Avon.
B49 6NE Contact - Brian Rainbow - 01926 612 415. Last Tuesday.
Worcestershire. Farmers Arms, Bitsmorton, Nr Malvern. WR13 6AP
Contact - Peter Chapman - 01684 833337. 3rd Wednesday.
Worcestershire. The Dog Inn, Harvington, Worcestershire, DY10 4LN
Contact - Paul Hollingworth - 01527 579947. 4th Monday.
Yorkshire. The Oatlands W M Club, 1B Coronation Ave. Harrogate. HG2 8BY
Contact - Mike Bourner - 01845 525532. 2nd Thursday and some weekends.
WALES AND SCOTLAND
North Wales. The Bridge Inn, Pontblyddyn, Nr Mold. CH7 4HN (01352 770087)
Contact - Dave White - 01824 780715. 2nd Wednesday.
email dave.e.white@btinternet.com
South Wales. The Nine Giants,Thornhill Road,Llanishen. CF14 6PE
Contact - Bob Butson - 0292 0761 265 - email@robbut.plus.com. 3rd Tuesday.
Scotland (Central and South) - Contact Royston Goodman for details. 07583 852756
email roystonagoodman@gmail.com
Scotland (North East). Aberdeen Grammer F.P. Club, 86 Queens Rd, Aberdeen.
AB15 4YQ Contact - John Inglis - 01224 315 482. Last Thursday.
NORTHERN IRELAND. Contact - Philip Faithfull.- 02882 243373
philipfaithfull@hotmail.co.uk
www.theabingdoncollection.com

Regional Organisers and Meeting Contacts
Coordinators or those involved in meetings would from time to time send to the scribe
Graham Smith grahamsmith99@talktalk.net a resume of what is happening or planned
in your locality.This information will be much appreciated by all members who wish to
enjoy using their MGs in their local area.
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INTERNATIONAL CONTACTS
AUSTRALIA
(Western)
AUSTRALIA
(Eastern)
DENMARK
FRANCE

GERMANY
LUXEMBOURG
MALAYSIA
NETHERLANDS

NORWAY

PORTUGAL
USA (West)
USA (East)
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Doug Bush, 29 Horseshoe Circuit, Henley Brook,
WA 6055 AUS dougmgwa@msn.com
Tony Slattery. 67 Cudgerie Drive, Black Mountain,
Queensland, 4563, Australia
Phone:- +61 407 364 543 or within Australia 0407 364 543
email:- mgyregister@optusnet.com.au
Hans Holtman. Sobakken 21, 2920 Charlottenlund,
Denmark. Email hansholtman@email.dk
Tel:- +45 (0) 39 63 19 05
Alain Danoy. L'Eglise, 14270 Ecajeul. France
Email alain.danoy@wanadoo.fr
Georg Rahm, Otto Linck Strasse 17, 74363, Gueglingen,
Germany.
Email georg.rahm@t-online.de.
Tel +49-7135-13991, Mbl +49-171-5592-513.
Guy Maathuis. 1 Rue de Gralingen, L - 9380 Merscheid,
Luxembourg. Email maathuisguy@hotmail.com
Tel:- +352 (0) 691 832 542.
Dev Kumaraendran. Kamur & Co. No 10 Bishop Street,
1st Floor, Suite 1, Georgetown, Penang.
Tel:- 00 604 2627300. Email advocatedev@yahoo.com
Holland South Jan Kok Email kok.jan@zonnet.nl
Tel:- +31 (0) 79 35 20 377.
Holland North Kaj van Ginkel, Drechterlandsedijk 24,
1645 RH URSEM. E mail ginkelursem@gmail.com
Tel:- +31 (0)72 50 21 209, +31 (0) 65 17 23 317,
Jarl Skauge, Hetlevikstrommen 11, 5173 Bergen Norway
Email jaskcon@broadpark.no Tel:- +47 (0) 908 25606,
António Telleria Teixeira Rua das Perdizes.
42-2-E2750-704 Cascais, Portugal.
Email atelleria@sapo.pt
Tel:- +351 (0) 214 835 140.
Paul Barrow. 153 Clemons Road, Montesano. WA 98563
USA. Email paul.Barrow@centurytel.net
Tel Land line:- +1 360 249 5123.
Mob/Cell:- +1 360 500 9389. Fax:- +1 360 249 3776.
Michael Cohen, Plantation, Florida, USA
Email LittleRed55TF@Yahoo.com Tel +1 954 600 6086
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